Population structure of *Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans*: a framework for studies of disease-associated properties
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The *Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans* population consists of a large number of clones among which the ubiquitous leukotoxin gene operon appears very homogeneous. Population genetic analyses performed by multilocus enzyme electrophoresis together with DNA fingerprinting and analyses of genomic DNA restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) on 97 strains isolated over a period of 45 years revealed that each of the serotypes a, b, c, d and e comprise genetically isolated subpopulations and that successful horizontal transfer of genomic DNA between strains of different serotypes appears to be extremely rare in *vivo*. In contrast, recombination between strains of the same serotype in general appears to take place in nature. The results provide evidence that non-serotypeable strains are serotype antigen-deficient variants originating from strains of the known serotypes. Serotype b and c strains may contain transmittable DNA sequences not found in strains of the other serotypes.
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INTRODUCTION

The Gram-negative capnophilic rod *Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans* has been implicated in the aetiology of progressive and localized juvenile periodontitis (Slots et al., 1980; Zambon et al., 1983). The species may be detected also in periodontally healthy subjects and in healthy sites in patients with localized juvenile periodontitis. It is not known if these commensals and those associated with disease have different virulence potential. *A. actinomycetemcomitans* possesses a variety of potential virulence factors including the ability to invade epithelial cells (Meyer et al., 1991), a potent endotoxin, and a membrane-bound leukotoxin which specifically kills human polymorphonuclear leukocytes and macrophages (Baehni et al., 1982). In contrast to healthy individuals, most patients with juvenile periodontitis have serum antibodies that neutralize the leukotoxin (Baehni et al., 1981; McArthur et al., 1981).

The molecular biology of the *A. actinomycetemcomitans* leukotoxin has been extensively studied (Kolodrubetz et al., 1989; Lally et al., 1991; Guthmiller et al., 1990; Kraig, 1990). It is a member of the RTX (repeat in toxin) family of bacterial toxins which include the *Pasteurella haemolytica* leukotoxin, the cyclolysin of *Bordetella pertussis* and certain *Escherichia coli* and *Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae* haemolysins. This family of cytolysins are encoded by similarly organized gene operons, termed *lkt* or *ltx* in *A. actinomycetemcomitans*, with the structural gene flanked by three other genes required for activation and transport of the toxin. Thus, in *A. actinomycetemcomitans* the leukotoxin gene, *ltxA*, is preceded by the *ltxC* gene which encodes a protein essential for activation of the leukotoxin. Downstream of *ltxA* are two other genes, *ltxB* and *ltxD*, that encode factors involved in transport of the toxin to the cell surface. There is limited information on the genetic polymorphism of the leukotoxin gene operon in the *A. actinomycetemcomitans* population (Guthmiller et al., 1993).

Five serotypes, termed a to e, of *A. actinomycetemcomitans* have been identified (Zambon et al., 1983; Saarela et al., 1992). The serotype antigenic determinants presumably reside in the carbohydrate moiety of cell-wall lipopoly-
saccharide (Page et al., 1991; Wilson & Schifferle, 1991; Gmürr et al., 1993). Serotype b is more prevalent in periodontally diseased patients compared to healthy subjects in whom serotype c predominates (Zambon et al., 1983b; Asikainen et al., 1991). Differences in virulence potential of the serotypes may thus occur, but the molecular nature of such disease-associations has not been investigated.

Population genetic studies based on multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MEE) have revealed that certain clones or subpopulations of bacterial species may be more virulent than others due either to a particularly virulent allele of a single locus or to a particularly pathogenic combination of genes encoding distinct virulence-associated factors (Musser et al., 1985, 1991; Caugant et al., 1987; Selander et al., 1990; Helmig et al., 1993). The genetic structure of bacterial populations may reflect pathogenicity of the species. Thus, among pathogenic bacteria most of the disease is caused by a single or very few clones that are rapidly disseminated in the susceptible host population (Musser et al., 1985, 1991; Caugant et al., 1987; Selander et al., 1990) whereas opportunistic pathogens tend to be genetically more diverse (Musser et al., 1986; Loos et al., 1993). Data from MEE can reveal the extent of recombination in bacterial species and, in the absence of extensive recombination, may provide valuable fundamental information for epidemiological studies and a framework for studies of virulence-associated phenotypic traits.

The present study was undertaken to construct a phylogenetic framework to evaluate the genetic relationships among A. actinomycescomitans strains and to disclose possible associations of serotype with genetic polymorphisms within the leukotoxin gene operon.

**METHODS**

**Bacterial strains.** A collection of 97 isolates of A. actinomycescomitans was examined (see Fig. 1). The collection included strains obtained from The National Collection of Type Cultures (NCTC), Colindale, London including the type strain NCTC 9710; The American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), Rockville, MD; Dr Wilhelm Frederiksen, Statens Serum-institut, Copenhagen, Denmark (strains isolated by Dr Per Holm between 1946 and 1964 and designated PH); Dr T. J. M. van Steenbergen, ACTA, Amsterdam, The Netherlands (strains designated HG); Dr Jan Carlsson, Department of Oral Microbiology, University of Umeå, Sweden (strains designated JC); Dr Ingjerd Kallings, Statens Bakteriologiska Laboratorium, Stockholm, Sweden (strains designated IK); Dr W. Mannheim, Department of Medical Microbiology, University of Marburg, FRG (strains designated HIM); Dr B. Guggenheim, Department of General Immunology and Oral Microbiology, University of Zürich, Switzerland (strains designated OMZ); and Dr Sirkka Asikainen, Department of Oral Microbiology, University of Helsinki, Finland (strains designated SA). The remaining strains designated HK were our own isolates. The majority (55) of the strains had been isolated from subgingival dental plaque including plaque from patients with periodontal diseases, eight strains were from cases of endocarditis or septicemia, 24 were from abscesses including actinomycotic processes, and 10 strains were from other clinical conditions or were of unknown origin. The strains spanned 45 years in isolation time.

**Serotyping of strains.** Serotyping was performed by double immunodiffusion in a 1% (w/v) agarose gel using autoclaved extracts of bacteria harvested from a broth culture and washed in PBS. Antiserum against serotypes a, b and c were developed in rabbits by intravenous immunization using three reference strains: ATCC 29523 (serotype a), OMZ 295 (serotype b), and NCTC 9710 (serotype c). Antiserum against serotypes d and e were kindly provided by Dr Sirkka Asikainen (Asikainen et al., 1991).

**Enzyme electrophoretic typing.** Bacterial lysates were prepared by sonication, electrophoresed in starch gels, and selectively stained for activity of each of 14 metabolic enzymes as described previously by Selander et al. (1986). The enzymes assayed were: nucleoside phosphorylase (NSP), peptidase (PEP), malic enzyme (ME), adenylate kinase (ADK), 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6PG), malate dehydrogenase (MDH), phosphoglucone isomerase (PGI), carbamate kinase (CDK), leucine aminopeptidase (LAP), aspartate aminotransferase (ALT), and mannose phosphate isomerase (MPI). Absence of enzyme activity was treated as missing data.

Genetic diversity at an enzyme locus (b) among strains, i.e. the probability that two randomly chosen strains have different alleles of the locus, was calculated from allele frequencies as

$$p = 1 - \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum x_i^2 [n/(n-1)]$$

where $x_i$ is the frequency of the $i$th allele of the locus and $n$ is the number of strains. Each combination of electrophoretic mobility of the 14 enzymes defined an ET (multilocus electrophoretic type). Genetic distance between ETs was expressed as the proportion of enzymes at which dissimilar electrophoretic mobility occurred. The dendrogram was constructed from computerized cluster analysis performed by the average-linkage method from a matrix of pairwise genetic distances between ETs using a program kindly provided by Dr T. S. Whittam, Department of Biology, Institute of Molecular Evolutionary Genetics, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA.

**Restriction endonuclease fingerprinting.** Total cellular DNA of A. actinomycescomitans was extracted by the method previously described (Poulsen et al., 1988) except that RNase treatment was omitted. The quality and concentration of DNA was assayed by gel electrophoresis. Fingerprints were performed using DNA digested with the restriction enzymes HaeIII and XhoI. Approximately 2 µg whole-cell DNA was digested with 10 units of HaeIII. The fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 0.9% agarose gels for 16 h at 2 V cm$^{-1}$ in TAE buffer (0.04 M Tris/acetate, 0.002 M EDTA) and visualized by staining with ethidium bromide (Sambrook et al., 1989). Strains for which the HaeIII fingerprint looked alike were subsequently run in parallel on the same gel to facilitate visual comparison. For the XhoI fingerprinting about 5 µg DNA was restricted and applied to the gel. All enzymes were from Boehringer Mannheim.

**Ribotyping and RFLP analysis.** Total cellular DNA (2 µg) was digested with EcoRI and electrophoresed as described above. The nucleic acids were blotted and fixed onto Nytran nylon membranes (Schleicher & Schuell) and the hybridizations were carried out as described (Sambrook et al., 1989) except that the filters were soaked in 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 prior to prehybridization and 0.1% sodium pyrophosphate was included in all solutions. The final posthybridization wash was at 65 °C in 1 x SET (0.15 M NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris/HCl,
polymorphic with two to six alleles per locus (Table 1). Mean genetic diversity per locus was 0.34. Among the 97 of 14 intracellular metabolic enzymes. These data are lost during subcultivation.

Genetic diversity and relationships revealed by enzyme electrophoretic typing

Each of the 97 A. actinomycetemcomitans strains were characterized by determining the electrophoretic mobility of 14 intracellular metabolic enzymes. These data are available upon request. Eleven of the enzymes were polymorphic with two to six alleles per locus (Table 1). Mean genetic diversity per locus was 0.34. Among the 97 strains we identified 50 ETs (multilocus electrophoretic types) each characterized by a distinct combination of electrophoretic mobility of the 14 enzymes. Thirty of the ETs were represented by a single strain whereas the remaining 20 ETs contained from 2 to 11 isolates (Fig. 1). Eight of these 20 ETs contained strains of different serotypes including non-typeable strains.

The genetic distance between ETs calculated as the proportion of the 14 enzyme loci at which dissimilar alleles are present was used to construct the dendrogram shown in Fig. 1. The smallest genetic distance between ETs was 0.07 corresponding to a single difference among the 14 enzymes analysed. Based on the structure of the phylogenetic tree we defined six ET divisions termed I to VI separating at average genetic distances between 0.34 and 0.49 (Fig. 1). The ET divisions II, IV and VI were represented by a single ET containing one or two strains and ET division V contained three ETs each represented by a single strain. The two major ET divisions, I and III, constituted 34% and 58% of the strains analysed, respectively. The average genetic distance between ETs of these two ET divisions was 0.49. The mean genetic diversity per locus among the 33 strains in ET division I was 0.12 and the comparable value among the 57 strains in ET division III was 0.19. In ET division I, 7 of the 14 enzymes were monomorphic whereas ET division III had five invariant loci. These two major ET divisions of the A. actinomycetemcomitans population appear to be genetically distinct. Thus, alleles of the ADK, MDH and PG1 loci were not shared in the two divisions.

Strikingly, we observed a strong correlation between serotype of the isolates and their ET affiliation. Thus, strains of serotype a were exclusively found in ET divisions I and V whereas ET division III contained all the strains of serotypes b and c analysed except for the single serotype c strain which constituted ET division IV. The two serotype d strains belonged to a separate cluster in ET division I and the three serotype e strains constituted ET divisions II and VI. The eight non-typeable strains were found scattered throughout the ET divisions I, III and V.

Genetic diversity and relationships revealed by restriction endonuclease typing

To further examine the genomic clonality among strains assigned to the same ET and to estimate the genetic similarity between strains at the DNA level we analysed the restriction endonuclease cleavage pattern of whole cell DNA for 86 of the 97 strains. DNA fingerprinting was based primarily on the restriction enzyme HaeIII. In addition, we performed EcoRI fingerprinting on each strain for subsequent Southern blotting but, as noted by Han et al. (1991), the distribution of bands created by this enzyme is too complex for easy visual analysis. As shown in Fig. 2 the banding profile created by HaeIII in the top part of the gel contains a few separate bands each presumably representing single DNA fragments in the size range > 10 kb. This makes it feasible to compare visually the patterns created by this enzyme. The sen-
Fig. 1. For legend see facing page.
Table 1. Number of electrophoretic alleles and genetic diversity per enzyme locus for 97 isolates of *A. actinomycetemcomitans*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme locus*</th>
<th>No. of alleles</th>
<th>Genetic diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6PG</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3P</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6P</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Abbreviations as in Methods.

The two strains containing extrachromosomal DNA each had a unique *Hae*III fingerprint which might be influenced by the plasmid content. We cannot exclude that whole-cell DNA from some of the remaining strains may contain DNA from very large plasmids which migrates at the same rate as chromosomal DNA.

Genetic separation of the 97 *A. actinomycetemcomitans* strains into ET divisions based on MEE typing as revealed by the dendrogram (Fig. 1) was confirmed by the restriction enzyme analyses. Thus, no class of *Hae*III fingerprint was shared among the ET divisions except for the single serotype c strain in ET division IV, which was similar to serotype c strains found in ET division III. In addition, these analyses revealed that the degree of genetic variation is different in the two major ET divisions. Strains in ET division I were very homogeneous in that their *Hae*III fingerprints all looked alike. This confirms the close evolutionary relationships between the serotype d strains and this major part of the serotype a population. In contrast, we found heterogeneity among strains assigned to ET division III. Notably, the *Hae*III fingerprint analyses divided most strains of this ET division into two classes, B and C, each containing exclusively serotype b and serotype c strains, respectively. This result indicates the existence of overall and specific genetic similarities within each of the two serotypes not revealed by the MEE method.

All eight non-typeable strains had *Hae*III fingerprints closely resembling those of strains of known serotypes within the same division.

To test for clonality among strains assigned to the same ET in ET division I, which was extremely homogeneous, we compared the DNA fingerprints generated by the restriction enzyme *Xba*1. This enzyme has previously been found useful in differentiating individual strains of *A. actinomycetemcomitans* (Han et al., 1991). Since digestion of the *A. actinomycetemcomitans* genome with this enzyme produces a limited number of fragments < 10 kb in size it is possible to compare the position of single fragment bands in the region 2–10 kb. To visualize these small fragments by staining with ethidium bromide, approximately 5 µg DNA from each strain was digested and applied to the gel because the estimated amount of DNA in the band of a 2 kb fragment of the genome would then be about 4 ng which is close to the lower limit for detection. The large amount of DNA applied to the slots resulted in problems with overloading the gel, and the quality of the *Xba*1 fingerprints did not allow us to compare all the serotype a strains, yet the method clearly demonstrated heterogeneity within ET6, ET9, ET10,
ET11 and ET12. On this basis we conclude that the restriction enzyme analyses support and supplement the results obtained from the MEE analyses and show that the A. actinomyctetemcomitans population is composed of a very large number of clones.

Genetic diversity of the leukotoxin gene operon

To test whether the overall genetic relationships observed also applied to a putative virulence factor, like the leukotoxin, we used RFLP analyses to assay for variation of the ltx operon region in the population of A. actinomyctetemcomitans. Southern blots of EcoRI-restricted whole-cell DNA from 94 of the 97 strains in the collection were hybridized with DNA probes specific for each of the four genes in the ltx operon. We observed a very limited degree of genetic variation. Figs 3 and 4 show the five EcoRI fragment length types of the ltx operon region identified, termed I to V, and the type of each strain is shown in Fig. 1. Among strains that exhibited the type II ltx operon we observed a slight variation in size of the 8.2 kb EcoRI fragment which hybridized with the ltx-A and ltx-D probes (Fig. 3, lanes 3 and 4), but the differences were too small to be consistently scored. Some faint bands (e.g. Fig. 3, lane 5) were found to originate from non-specific ‘star’ activity of the EcoRI enzyme.

The EcoRI RFLP type of the ltx operon region correlated strongly with serotype of the strains. Thus, all serotype a and d strains in ET division I, the three serotype e strains which constitute ET divisions II and VI, and all serotype c strains exhibited identical hybridization pattern. In contrast, the three strains in ET division V including two of serotype a have leukotoxin gene types different from the other strains. All serotype b strains except two had the same unique hybridization pattern. The two exceptions, JP2 and HG1080, had an identical EcoRI RFLP type of the ltx operon. In another study we have shown that these two strains are characterized by a 530 bp deletion in the ltx promoter region and that they both have highly elevated production of leukotoxic activity compared to strains representing the two major ltx operon types (Brogan et al., 1994). To determine whether the deletion is unique to these two strains in the collection of A. actinomyctetemcomitans the Southern blots of EcoRI-restricted whole-cell DNA were hybridized with the 530 bp DNA fragment termed delta530 present in A. actinomyctetemcomitans strain 652, which presumably originates from the same isolate as TSAI652 in our collection. All the other strains tested hybridized to delta530.

The eight non-typeable strains all had EcoRI RFLP types of the ltx operon identical to closely related strains of known serotypes.

Ribotyping and genetic diversity revealed by genomic RFLP typing

The conclusions on the genetic structure of the A. actinomyctetemcomitans population based on each of the three typing methods described so far, MEE typing, DNA fingerprinting and RFLP analyses of the ltx operon, differed slightly. To clarify this we performed EcoRI RFLP analyses using an additional three probes for hybridization. One of the probes was specific for the ribosomal RNA genes whereas the other two were anonymous genomic DNA fragments originating from A. actinomyctetemcomitans strain JP2 and for which the coding potential is unknown.

Ribotyping using reverse-transcribed 16S and 23S rRNA from E. coli as probe for hybridization with the Southern blots of EcoRI-restricted whole-cell DNA from each of the 94 isolates analysed revealed five to nine bands in the size range 3–20 kb (Fig. 3). Notably, all strains except HG1216 (not shown) exhibited a characteristic pattern of the three weakly hybridizing lower bands of 3.0 kb, 3.2 kb and 3.6 kb, respectively (Fig. 3). Strain HG1216 lacked the band at 3.0 kb (not shown). The number and size of the other larger and strongly hybridizing EcoRI fragments varied and among the 94 strains analysed we identified a total of 38 distinct ribotypes, designated 1 to 38, of which 16 were represented by more than one strain (Fig. 1). We observed a correlation between ribotype and ET division as well as serotype. No two strains of the same ribotype were found in different ET divisions except for the single serotype c strain in ET division IV which had the same ribotype as serotype c strains in ET division III. All strains of identical ribotype were of the same serotype or were non-typeable. In contrast, there was no strong correlation either between HaeIII fingerprinting type and ribotype or between ET type within ET divisions and
Fig. 3. EcoRI RFLP typing of whole-cell DNA from *A. actinomycetemcomitans*. The figure shows the autoradiograms of a Southern blot of EcoRI-restricted DNA from strains JC291-6 (lane 1), HK973 (lane 2), HG1232 (lane 3), IK147/80 (lane 4), JP2 (lane 5), HG1185 (lane 6) and HK995 (lane 7) hybridized sequentially with each of the nine probes delta530, *ltxC*, *ltxA*, and *ltxD* from the leukotoxin gene operon; ribosomal RNA (rRNA); the anonymous genomic DNA fragments *iZ7-X5.8* and *A2045.5*; and the fragments SC2 and SC3 representing sequences specifically found in strain JP2 as described in the text. Molecular mass markers are indicated to the right of each autoradiogram.

Ribotype. Thus, we found several examples of strains with identical *HaeIII* fingerprint but with different ribotype and vice versa. Similar relationships applied to ET type compared to ribotype. These observations suggest that recombination between strains of the same ET division and serotype may occur *in vivo*.

The recombinant phages *AaJP2-7* and *AaJP2-20* were randomly chosen from a genomic library of *A. actinomycetemcomitans* strain JP2. As anonymous probes for *EcoRI* RFLP analyses we used a 5·8 kb *XbaI* fragment of *AaJP2-7* termed *iZ7-X5.8* and a 5·5 kb *SalI* fragment of *AaJP2-20* termed *iZ20-S5.5*. Due to the cloning procedure these fragments might, in addition to genomic DNA from strain JP2, contain a small part of the polylinker region from the phage vector Lambda DASH II.

The *iZ7-X5.8* fragment hybridized strongly to one or two *EcoRI* fragments of whole-cell DNA from 58 of the 93
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probe (Fig. 3). Among the hybridizing strains we found all 25 serotype c were of type 11, and both serotype e of the strains. Thus, none of the 28 serotype a or two 111. These types correlated completely with the serotype strains analysed, whereas DNA from the remaining 35 strains showed only very weak hybridization with this probe (Fig. 3). Among the hybridizing strains we found only three different EcoRI RFLP types termed I, II and III. These types correlated completely with the serotype of the strains. Thus, none of the 28 serotype a or two serotype d strains hybridized strongly with \( \Delta7 \)-X5.8, all 28 strains of serotype b were of type I hybridization pattern, all 25 serotype c were of type II, and both serotype e strains analysed exhibited the same type III EcoRI RFLP pattern with this probe (Fig. 1).

The \( \Delta20 \)-S5.5 fragment hybridized strongly to DNA from all 94 strains tested (Fig. 3). The pattern of hybridizing EcoRI fragments revealed eight distinct RFLP types termed I to VIII. The EcoRI RFLP types detected by this probe also correlated very strongly with the serotype of the strains. Except for four strains, SA1075, HK982, JP2 and HG1185, each serotype c was characterized by a unique EcoRI RFLP type using \( \Delta20 \)-S5.5 as probe (Fig. 1). Notably, this probe distinguished the serotype d strains from those of serotype a. Strain SA1075 of serotype e had the same RFLP type as the serotype c strains whereas each of the other three exceptional strains had different RFLP types. Thus, these analyses show that, with a single exception, different alleles have been fixed in each of the serotypes of \( A. \) actinomycetemcomitans and thereby confirm that the serotypes constitute genetically isolated subpopulations.

The previous analyses suggested that the eight nontypeable strains had originated from one of the recognized serotypes. This was supported by the EcoRI RFLP typing revealed by these anonymous probes.

Occurrence and diversity of the strain JP2-specific DNA sequences

We have previously found that \( A. \) actinomycetemcomitans strain JP2 harbours DNA sequences not present in a number of other \( A. \) actinomycetemcomitans strains (E. T. Lally, unpublished). Two EcoRI fragments with this property, SC2 of 4.5 kb and SC3 of 4.0 kb, have been cloned into pUC19. We used the inserts of these recombinant plasmids as probes to test for hybridization with the Southern blots of EcoRI-restricted whole-cell DNA (Fig. 3).

Eight of the 94 strains analysed, HK982, JP2, PH52/49-50, HK981, HG1217, PH387/47-48, PH23/58-59 and HG1225, showed strong hybridization with both SC2 and SC3. A single strain, IK147/80, hybridized with SC2 only and strain TSA1652 hybridized with SC3 but not SC2. Four of these 10 strains were of serotype b and six were of serotype c. The hybridizing strains belonged to seven different ETs all found in ET division II. Five distinct patterns of strong hybridization with the EcoRI digests, each designated with an upper-case letter, were revealed by each of the two cryptic probes, and these patterns were found in six different combinations among the eight strains that hybridized with both probes (Fig. 1). The patterns of strong hybridization with SC2 and SC3 did not correlate with serotype of the strains. Notably, strain JP2 of serotype b and strain HK981 of serotype c had identical hybridization pattern using these two SC probes. Seven of the 10 strains that hybridized had unique \( HaeIII \) fingerprints and two strains, PH52/49-50 and PH387/47-48, had an identical fingerprint not found among other strains in the collection. Remarkably, strain HG1217 had an \( HaeIII \) fingerprint identical to strains that did not hybridize strongly with the SC probes.

Among the 94 strains analysed the SC2 probe showed weak hybridization with 52 strains among which we identified 13 distinct EcoRI RFLP patterns each designated with a lower-case letter in parentheses in order to stress the weak hybridization (Fig. 1). Thirty-three strains did not hybridize with SC2 at all. Analogously, the SC3 probe revealed eight distinct EcoRI RFLP patterns among 21 weakly hybridizing strains whereas 64 strains did not hybridize with SC3. No two strains of different serotype exhibited an identical pattern of EcoRI fragments hybridizing weakly with SC2 or SC3 (Fig. 1). Several of the
strongly hybridizing strains exhibited faint bands in addition to the strong ones. Together with the observed correlation between patterns of weak hybridizations and serotype, this suggests that the faint bands resulted from genomic sequences with a low degree of homology to the SC2 and SC3 fragments from the strain JP2-specific DNA sequences.

**DISCUSSION**

The population structure of bacterial species may show different degrees of clonality ranging from panmictic with random association of alleles to strictly clonal characterized by a few predominant combinations of alleles (Smith et al., 1993). The genetic structure depends on the extent of genetic recombination within the population as well as on the population biology of the species. Previous studies have provided conflicting results concerning the genetic diversity of the *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* population. Thus, Caugant et al. (1990) found 11 different ET types among 17 *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* strains analysed, Saarela et al. (1993) showed that isolates from 20 different individuals were of different ribotypes, and Han et al. (1991) recognized 10 distinct genomic clonal types among 12 strains analysed by DNA fingerprinting using the restriction enzymes SphI, XbaI and XhoI. Using a panel of five DNA probes Guthmiller et al. (1993) also detected significant genetic variation among 35 *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* strains. In contrast, Zambon et al. (1990) reported a very limited genetic diversity of *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* in that among 70 strains analysed they only recognized three different EcoRI and HindIII restriction fragment patterns. These three DNA fingerprints correlated with serotype of the strains whereas Guthmiller et al. (1993) found only partial association between DNA profile and serotype and DiRienzo & Slots (1990) found no relatedness between serotype and EcoRI and HindIII RFLP types using an anonymous DNA probe. The general conclusion concerning the population biology of *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* based on these studies is that individuals are colonized with a single or few clones and that infected members of the same family usually harbour the same strain. Furthermore, colonization with a particular clonal type may persist for several years.

In the present study of 97 isolates of *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* MEE typing was combined with restriction enzyme analyses of the genome in general, the four *lux* genes and the rRNA genes in particular, and with detection of DNA sequences specifically found in strain JP2. The strain collection spanned 45 years in time of isolation and originated from at least seven European countries and the USA. While MEE typing has been successfully applied to several bacterial species to reveal their overall phylogenetic structure, the DNA typing methods employed may reveal differences in the primary structure of the genome not necessarily related to gene expression.

A total of 50 ETs were detected among the 97 strains by the MEE analysis involving 14 metabolic enzymes (Fig. 1). The genetic distance between the ET types was similar to that reported by Caugant et al. (1990) based on MEE analysis of 17 strains. The dendrogram in Fig. 1 shows that the population clustered in six distinct subpopulations which correlated with serotype. The 29 serotype a strains belonged to two genetically very different divisions (ET divisions I and V) of which the major one also included the two serotype d strains which joined serotype a strains at a genetic distance of 0.24. Likewise, the three serotype c strains in the collection could be ascribed to two different divisions (ET divisions II and VI) (Fig. 1). Although more diverse, the 28 serotype b strains and 26 of the 27 serotype c strains analysed constituted ET division III but without demarcation between the two serotypes. The exceptional serotype c strain constituted ET division IV.

The other typing methods employed disclosed additional heterogeneity within the population as well as identities within and between serotypes. Thus, the *HaeIII* fingerprinting revealed that ET division I is very homogeneous compared to division III which most ET types containing more than one strain were found to be heterogeneous. Using another restriction enzyme, XbaI, we demonstrated heterogeneity within some of the ET types in division I. Ribotype and RFLP type using genomic probes like the *lux* gene and the anonymous genomic fragments X7-X5.8 and A20-S5.5 are chromosomal characteristics of the strains whereas DNA fingerprinting and RFLP type using the cryptic probes SC2 and SC3 may be influenced by the presence of plasmids in the strains. The rare presence of plasmids observed in our collection of *A. actinomyctetemcomitans* strains is in agreement with results of LeBlanc et al. (1993) who found that among 39 laboratory strains examined only two harboured detectable plasmids. Possibly, some plasmids are lost during subcultivation since Olsvik & Preus (1989) found that ten newly isolated strains all possessed plasmids. There was no correlation between hybridization with the two cryptic probes and presence of plasmid DNA. Together with ribotyping the genomic RFLP typing showed that among the 20 ET types containing more than one strain only seven (ET13, ET14, ET15, ET16, ET23, ET33 and ET42) may contain genetically identical strains representing clones. We cannot exclude the possibility that some of these seemingly identical isolates may originate from the same or closely related subjects. The prevalence of single ETs may come about by random association of frequent alleles of the enzyme loci, hence strains that appear to have the same ET may not comprise a clone. Thus, the most predominant ET in this study, ET33, was characterized by a combination of the most frequent alleles for each of the enzymes in ET division III. Assuming random association of the alleles we would expect 5.5 strains with this ET compared to the 11 strains observed. Serotyping and analyses of the chromosomal DNA revealed that this ET contained strains of different genotypes as well as five serotype c strains which presumably represent a clone characterized by ribotype 25. Correspondingly, ET23 included four serotype b strains which may represent a clone with
ribo type 11. This proposed clonal structure of a part of ET23 was supported by the high number of strains with this ET compared to the expected number of 0.24 when assuming random association of alleles in ET division III. In contrast, the strains in another predominant ET, ET34, were all of different ribotype indicating that these strains do not comprise a clone. ET34 was represented by five strains which is of the same order of magnitude as the expected 2-2 strains if ET division III was in linkage equilibrium.

Combined, the different typing methods show that the *A. actinomycetemcomitans* population consists of a very large number of genotypes. Our data clearly demonstrate that the different typing methods supplement each other and that none of the methods alone was adequate in disclosing the genetic diversity among the strains. The high degree of polymorphism makes ribotyping particularly useful for epidemiological studies of *A. actinomycetemcomitans*.

While the MEE analyses indicated that the serotype b and serotype c strains are evolutionarily closely related, the results obtained by the DNA typing methods are seemingly in conflict with this conclusion. Thus, the DNA fingerprints as well as the RFLP analyses of the genome suggest that strains assigned to each of the two serotypes are genetically distinct at the DNA level. Furthermore, the RFLP analyses of the *ltx* operon showed that at this region the majority of serotype a, c, d and e strains are similar and different from the serotype b strains. One possible explanation of these discrepancies could be that individual regions in the genome are subject to different frequencies of horizontal transfer between strains. Theoretically, differences in the overall organization of the genome of serotype b and c strains, possibly combined with inserts of DNA elements like phage and plasmid DNA, might be an alternative explanation. While such differences would affect the DNA typing patterns even if the gene loci are identical it would have no influence on the results of the MEE typing. Additional studies are necessary to explain these discrepancies in genetic relationships between the serotypes.

The observation that different alleles of three enzyme loci and different *EcoRI* RFLP patterns of chromosomal regions have been fixed in the subpopulations strongly indicates that recombination in nature between strains of the different phylogenetic divisions is very rare or absent. Conversely, within each of the three major clusters containing serotype a, b and c strains we find no strong linkage between particular alleles of the variable characters such as individual polymorphic loci for metabolic enzymes, *HaeIII* fingerprint and ribotype indicating that recombination between strains of the same ET division and serotype takes place *in vivo*. The frequency of recombination is not high enough to result in linkage equilibrium as we detected few examples of apparently identical strains which may represent clones. Thus, our results suggest that the *A. actinomycetemcomitans* population consists of several genetically isolated subpopulations, to a large extent corresponding to the five serotypes, within which recombination occurs. The genetic distance between the individual subpopulations is similar to that observed between serovars of *Salmonella* (Selander et al., 1990).

Construction of a phylogenetic tree from MEE analyses as shown in Fig. 1 is based on evolutionary fixation in the population of selectively neutral mutations in the structural genes encoding the enzymes examined. It is important to stress that the finer structure of the tree within the major genetically isolated subpopulations is not necessarily valid as the postulated recombination events may blur the phylogenetic relationships of the strains (Biserčić et al., 1991).

The eight non-serotypeable isolates were distributed in widely different evolutionary lines of the population and were genetically very similar to other strains of the respective clusters. These findings indicate that our non-serotypeable strains of *A. actinomycetemcomitans* are serotype antigen-deficient variants of the known serotypes rather than belonging to a single as yet unrecognized serotype.

We used gene-specific hybridization probes for each of the four genes of the *ltx* operon to show that homologous sequences were present in all strains analysed and that the overall structure of the gene operon region, as revealed by the RFLP patterns, in general is conserved within the serotypes amounting to five RFLP patterns of the region (Fig. 1 and Fig. 4). These findings confirm the conclusions drawn by Spitznagel et al. (1991) that the previously observed lack of leukotoxic activity in some isolates mainly from healthy subjects is merely of quantitative nature and a result of different levels of transcription. In this context it is of particular interest that two strains, including JP2, both of serotype b and assigned to ET27, had the same unique version of the leukotoxin gene operon which correlated with highly elevated production of leukotoxic activity (Brogan et al., 1994). It is possible that ET27 represents a cluster of clonal types with increased virulence as previously postulated for strain JP2 by DiRienzo & Slots (1990).

Several of the strains included in this study were isolated from cases of localized juvenile periodontitis or from systemic infections. However, we observed no apparent association between particular clusters of genotypes and disease (data not shown). One intriguing possibility is that pathogenicity is associated with the presence of transmittable DNA elements. Previous studies have shown that *A. actinomycetemcomitans* may harbour a variety of plasmids (Olsvik & Preus, 1989; LeBlanc et al., 1993) and phages (Preus et al., 1987; Stevens et al., 1982). In the present study we found that whole-cell DNA from some strains of serotype b and c, but never serotype a, contained sequences homologous to the two probes SC2 and SC3 which originated from strain JP2. The lack of correlation between hybridization pattern using these two probes and the results from all the other genotyping methods suggests that SC2 and SC3 are contained within a transmittable DNA element. The nature and possible role in virulence of this hypothetical DNA element remains to be examined.
With few potential exceptions this study revealed no evidence of single clonal types being responsible for multiple cases of infection. This is in striking contrast to what has been observed for recognized human pathogens like Haemophilus influenzae serotype b (Musser et al., 1985), Streptococcus pyogenes (Musser et al., 1991), Neisseria meningitidis (Caugant et al., 1987) and Salmonella typhi (Selander et al., 1990) in which one or a few clones cause the vast majority of disease. In contrast, the observed population structure of A. actinomycetemcomitans with an almost indefinite number of clones is similar to that previously observed for opportunistic pathogens such as noncapsulated H. influenzae (Musser et al., 1986) and another suspected periodontal pathogen, Porphyromonas gingivalis (Loos et al., 1993).
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